Clinical CT underestimation of the percentage volume occupied by cysts in patients with lymphangioleiomyomatosis.
To evaluate the accuracy of cyst score measurements by standard high-resolution helical volume chest CT (HRCT) in patients with lymphangioleiomyomatosis (LAM), using a short z-length ultra-high resolution re-scan (UH re-scan) as the reference. In cystic lung diseases, cyst score is derived from CT scans and defined as the percentage of the total lung parenchymal volume occupied by cysts, a biomarker which measures the severity of the disease. In a prospective study of 73 LAM patients, each patient received the standard HRCT chest scan and a short z-length UH re-scan. Cyst scores were acquired from both scans using a standard FDA-approved scoring software on the CT scanner. The limited UH re-scan resolved small cysts that were not resolved in the HRCT. The HRCT-derived cyst scores were on average 59.6% of the reference values from the UH re-scan (p = 4.7e-25). The amount of under-estimation by HRCT varied from patient to patient, with an inter-quartile range of 29.8% and standard deviation of 20.7%. The overall trend was more pronounced underestimation for patients with lower cyst scores. For patients whose reference cyst scores were below 15 (n = 29), the HRCT cyst scores were 46.9 ± 21.6% of reference values (p = 7.4e-12), while for the rest of the patients (n = 44) the HRCT cyst scores were 68.0 ± 15.3% of reference values (p = 1.2E-19). Reconstructing the HRCT images to the resolution of the UH re-scan further widened the spread of the discrepancy between HRCT and reference values due to increased image noise, and did not provide accurate cyst scores. Cyst scores derived from standard high-resolution helical volume chest CT significantly underestimates the percentage lung volume occupied by cysts. This inaccuracy needs to be taken into consideration when cyst score is used as part of the CT assessment of the patient's condition.